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in certain quartens and nightly so.
Nevertheless I am quite pleased with the
results and the process of detailing may be of
interest to those who are thinking of making
an effort of thein own and are wondering
where to start.

Ghicken or egg?
I have built sevenal scale gliders from kits that
nequined various levels of building skili. Thus
far', my approach had been to get the model
ready for flying as soon as possible and only
then to think about how to add some detail.
Ther"e is looic to this approach because, if the
model proves to be unrewarding to fly, then
time hasn't been wasted on something which
will end its days as a hangar queen on des-
tined fon the local swap-meet. But on the
othen hand, iÍ it

tunns out to be a gem, then the attnaction of
flying will likely outweigh the additronal time
needed in the wonkshop.

So I decided that the only way the detailing
work was going to get done on my Lunák was
to take a punt and get on with it during con-
struction.

Before any wonk could begin, the fibreglass
fuselage needed a stable support, so I made
a cnadle from white polystyrene foam, This
type of cradle has proved to be veny useful,
not only as an aid duning construction, but
also as a safe nesting place in the wonkshop
and in transport. Templates were made by
checking the height and widlh of the fuselage,
dnawing 'best guess'cunves onto cardboand
and then gradually ti'ial-

cutting and fitting the templates to the fuse'
lage.

The conrect way to cut the foam is with a

hot wire and bow, but I don't possess one, so
instead I used a poweneci fnet saw to cut
around the templates. Finished blocks were
glued together wirh Copydex and then, gaffer
tape was added to strengthen the joints and
also to hide some untidy edges of the foam
that had been cut by handsaw I usually aim
for'the fuse|age to rest on the cÍ'ad|e just fore
and aft of the wing fairing as this gives good i
balance and also allows clearance for opena-
tion of a retractable wheel; if one is to be fit'
ted lthe Lunák has a ftxed whee|].

Where to start?
So whene to stant work? lf the model is going
to fly safely, then due consideration must be
given to the 'cone' B,/C equipment - that is,
the tail and wing attachments, contnol nuns
and associated wiring looms as well as the
space that will be needed fon the cockpit
'office'. A plan needs to be made fon how to
best allocate the space that is available. This
led rne to the discovery that the first thing I

needed for planning the fit-out was a pilot -

quite a sunpnise for me, because the pilot
would previously have been one of the last
things lhat I would think about when building a
scale model. I r'ealised that, by placing the
pilot in the empty fuselage, I could find the
genenal posilion of the seat pan and then
detenmine how much space is free for the
'core' R/C equipment below, fone and aft of
the seat.

I borrowed a pilot fnom anothen model - this
one supplied by Denu and often mistaken as
an 'Axels'pilot, but actually about half that
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:- re. The seat position in the fuselage was ,,

-a:.ed out using masking tape and off-cut
=:gths of balsa, before the penmanent sup,
::rts for the seat were installed. Glider seat
:ans genenally have complex curves, but tt
s'r't essential to imitate that if a pilot, on even
.Jst a seat cover, is going to be fitted because
-rey will obscure the seat any//ay, so it is safe
:c make the seat using mone simple shapes.

Once I had marked out the space that would
De taken up by the seat, it was clean how
'nuch space was left fnee for fitting out the
3,/C equipment needed to make the model fly
safely, I decided to install this equipment
befone fitLing out the cockpit - while there was
still easy access to the fuselage behind and
below the seat. I had by this stage also
worked out how I would install the fixed wheel,
with the chassis being integrated with mounts
fon the rudder servo and push-pull mecha-
nism. The whole assembly was built onto a
bulkhead in order to spread loads taken by
the wheel during landing, lt cer-tainly makes
for a sturdy 'cone' - details of this assembly
ane shown in photographs.

Very few kits of large scale models seem to
pnovide for any form of br.acing across the
fuselage at the leading edge of the wing. This
is unfortunately one anea whene the stress
loads imparted dur.ing a landing can lead to
hair'line cracks in the glass gel-coat or, much
worse. lt is essential to make up your own
bracing and I have found carbon tube to be
ideal fon this as it is strong, light and readily
available fnom most hobby shops. I was able
to adapt the positions of the carbon tube so
that it would not only provtde wing bracing,
but also act as a support for the seat pan.

Gockpit
The seat was made from 1/16" ply, cut to
shape and scoÍ'ed so that it wou|d fo|d into a
seaL bottom and back. Triangulan balsa stock
was used to reinforce the scored joint and
the whole thing was painted gr.ey because
that was authentic and it helps to disguise the
seat shape as it blends visually into the back-
gnound. lncidentally, I used Humbrol enamel
paints for most of the detailing wor.k. There
is such a good nange of colour-s and it's also
an economic way to buy the small quantities
that will be needed, The seat was supponted
on further pieces of canbon tube and har-d-
wood stnips that wene glued between the
fuselage sides and the seat is attached using
Velcro.

Because SUrViVing examples of the LUnák
ane rare they are, not surprisingly, cherished.
Flefits have tended to be sumptuous, with fab-
nic being used in the cockpit to add a touch of
class. So, for once I was no! only available,
but actually enthusiastic when my 'other. half'
Canole suggested a trip to the dnapers, I man-
aged to find a synthetic fabric that was
durable and in keeping with fabrics used in
the full-size r efits. Pieces of the cloth were
cut using paper templates that I made to trial-
Íit the shape of the fuselage and the area
that would be visible. I had intended to use
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double sided tape to attach the
fabric to the fuselage, but this
did not adhene well so I ended
up gluing with contact adhe-
sive. My enthusjasm about the
drapers' visit also paid off
when Carole offened to knit a
'sheepskin effect' seat cover,
so I ended up with one that fit-
ted peffectly and does not
fray.

It's possible to buy printed
sheets of sailplane instru,
ments at vanious scales, but
these do not look particularly
authentic when stuck to their
supplied plastic mounts. For
a realistic look, the instru-
ments need to be recessed
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Ctsckpit hegins ta take shtspe when ihe sÉat á,?d
insl:rument panel ar* ťlttec'

HŤrness was n'tade up fram MLrlt)dex acces-
scries and my own thaice af harness fabrir.

and that can be achieved by laminatrng two
pieces of ply, One of these will be the front
panel and the other will be a backing piece to
canny the instrument dials. I made a card-
board template to cneate the correct shape
of the panel and to make sure that it could be
attached firmly into the fuselage.

The ply pieces were cut to shape using the
template, holes wene drilled into the fnont
panel piece, location of the holes wene tnaced
onto the ply backing piece and then the paper.
instruments were glued in place. The front
panel was painted black and screw heads
were simulated by applying blobs of paint. A
tow release was made fnom a small plastic
bead. The finished panel might look a bit agri-
cultunal in isolated close-up, but it neally

$i.ťails eicÍeď it} thil ČÚŮkp1t baťk Cúvaí. - i|]E
aťCess fuařcn was "sxoretj" ilttil t'hq i}!Y.

Cann;:y frame is cclcur niatch*ti LÚ Llte iuselag*
and the cackpit begit]s tfi iaúk t'hr b'-s;i;ess'

I decided to make up my own joy stick, using
thin gauge carbon tube Ipainted light greyJ
and shaping a hollowed out pencil to create
the handle.

A look around the cockpit of the full-size arr.-

crafu will reveal several signs and labels car-ry-
ing miscellaneous centification, registnation
and operational information, Adding these into
the cockpit really adds that final finishing
touch. I suppose that it would be possible to
photograph them and pr int them out at the
nequired scale, but I made them up using a
vaniety of paper and pen types. The stationer.y
store is a big help here.

Finishing ťnuches such as seat beh slots and factc
ry plates take little time but make all the difference.

lnside the mckpit beaÍns ta laak like aí! authentiz

Exterion
The Reichard Lunák aťtempts to rep|icate the l
laminated wooden skid of the full-size with a
keel pnotnusion in the fibreglass moulding.
There is something of a challenge to make
this look authentic and my initial thoughts
were to simply give this a paint finish, but on
neflectron I'm sure that would nub off and
require continuous relouching in use. So I cut
a length of thin [O.Smm] ply to length and
epoxied this to the outside of the keel mould-
ing. A touch of filler and matř
black paint
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.,3s added to simulate the gap between skid
:-d fuselage and the finishing touch of a
-3lai bnacket was fashioned using yet more
-"tmbrol paint.

\ear'|y all of the fulI-size Lunáks carny a vani-
::y of letlered insignia and markings and
s,1me veny obscure typeface fonts are used.
So there is yet another challenge to source
::e vinyl lettering on pajnt-mask templates
,xat will be requir.ed. I have found that the
ocal vinyl sign-maker.s are mone than happy

:Ů cut lettering to any specificatjon' bUt thiS
cften requires trial and erron and the end
result can be less than satisfactory.

0n Lhis occasion I decided to take matters
into my own hands and I bought a vinyl cutter
- a Cnaft Robo. [To be featured soon in a'how
lo' article - Edl. This PC driven cutter is nela-
iively inexpensive and has the added benefits
of being nelatively easy to use and capable of
cutting many craft making materials as well
as vinyl - so it is much easien to justify to
othen members of the household. I now have
the independence to produce letLering and
any othen graphics exactly as I want and the
Robo has mone than proved its worth on this
and subsequent pr.ojects.

Flappy bits
This article is neally about Lhe methods
lhat I used to add detail and a level of
authenticity to a scale subject, but it
seems to me that ther.e would be little
point if the subject did not flyl The fit-out of
B,/C gear on the Reichard Lunák is r.ea-
sonably stnaightforward, but I did depar-t
fnom convention in a couple of areas,

The finished Beichar.d kit, rather. like the
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fu||-size Lunák, is no f|oaten. |t was
designed for an all up weight that will give
the inentia needed for aenobatics. I wanted
lo make sune that there was very positive
control of pitch as that is crucial to con-
trolling speed dur.ing aer.obatics. To
achieve that I wenl for dir ect dr-ive of the

elevators with a senvo installed in each tail
panel.
Wing panels on the Feichar-d kit have a

slot milled out of the top sunface for a
spoilen airbrake, but come ready covened
with Oracover. lt is likely a flar field land-
ing can be comfortably achieved using the
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lange flaps alone to control speed so many
modellers can leave the 0nacoven in place.
As my flying is almost exclusively at the
Slope, lwanted the additional stopping
ability of scissor type airbrakes. Scissor
type bnakes can be tnicky to fit so that
lhey will successfully give a smooth opena-
tion. But I took my time and tested them
for fneedom of movement at all stages, so
they wonked oul to be fine.

These are the servos that I used:
O Hypenion Allas DS13-TMB on elevators

3 Hitec 225MG on a lerons and flaps
O Hitec BSMG on airbrakes
O Futaba S3O5O on rudden via pull-pull

Will it fly?
The model had its ma den flight at the
Great Orme in stnong lift. With an all up
weight of '1 7|b the Lunák coped wel| wlth
the conditions and showed its qualities as
an aerobatic glider. lt flies with the speed
and authority of something more akin to a
modern aerobatic sailplane such as the
Fox or Swift. lt coped equally well on a visit

Resources
PufÍin Models

Reichard Moedllsport

Denu Pilotenpuppet

Graft Robo

to the Long Myndd, when indifferent
weather had dissuaded many of the negu-
lar scale glider fliers fnom appearing. Br-rt

my Lunák is rea||y in its e|ement al coasta]
sites like the Great Orme whene the light-
ing and backgr ound allow all that detail to
show.

So, all-in-all, lam nathen pleased with the
end result of my efforts. The striking
coloun scheme makes a change from all-
white sailplanes and the detailing work is
apparent to all who inspect her when she
is parked up. I
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